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Catalog   Capacities    Length Net Wt. 
Number Description in. (mm)    in. (mm) oz. (g)

2-in1 2-in-1 Hand Riveter 3/32 thru- 3/16 (2.4 - 4.8) steel rivets / 3/32 thru- 5/32 (2.4 - 4.0) stainless steel rivets  8 (203) 20 (567)

CR18 Economy Hand Riveter 3/32 thru 1/8 (2.4 - 3.2) steel rivets    8 (203) 22 (624) 

Specifications

Replacement Accessories and Parts for 2-in-1 Hand Riveter

ER41 Jaws

ER44 3/16” nosepiece

ER45 1/8” nosepiece

ER46 5/32” nosepiece

HR3-7 Adjustment Rod assembly

MR1
Use	the	Mighty-Right™	to	drive	or	remove	sheet	metal	screws	in	tight	spaces	and	blind	spots	encountered	
when	installing	metal	duct	work,	including	access	into	small	diffuser	boxes	or	servicing	inside	HVAC	equipment	
enclosures.	A	unique	LED	light	integrated	into	bit	area	sight	line	features	a	separate	on	/	off	switch.

Kit	includes:	two	belt-clip-mount,	Lithium-ion	battery	packs;	
a	long-reach	battery	cable	and	a	1-hour	recharger	in	an	
HDPE	(high	density	polyethylene)	storage	case.

Four	low	profile	power	bits	are	also	supplied	
with	kit:	1/4”	and	5/16”	Magnetic	Hex	bits	
and	#1	and	#2	Robertson	square	bits.

No. MR1- Right Angle Impac t Driver Kit

Catalog    Driver Length Driver Weight Battery Weight Charger 
Number Description  in. (mm) lbs. (kg) lbs. (kg) Accepted

MR1 Right Angle Impact Driver Kit  7 (178) 1.1 (0.5) .5 (0.23) Li-ion

Replacement Kit Components

MR11 5 ft. (1.5 m) Battery Cable   

MR12 One-Hour,  Li-ion Recharger

MR13 7.2V, 1.5Ah Li-ion Battery Pack

MR14 Low Profile 1/4” and 5/16” Hex Bits

MR15 #1 and #2 Robertson Square Bits

Smallest, lightest, most maneuverable impact driver on earth!
Right Angle Impact Driver

(see specifications column below). 2-in-1 
adjustment features a single long stroke for 
most hand riveting applications and a short 
“ratchet action” power stroke for setting 
larger diameter rivets. Outside jaw-grip 
adjustment wheel opens and closes jaws 
with fingertip ease to fit any size mandrel 
and to obtain maximum stroke efficiency. 
Professional slim nose allows 2-in-1 to go 
where other hand riveters cannot. Ideal for 
reaching into corners and recessed areas. 
Three nosepieces 1/8”, 5/32” and 3/16” 
included with tool.  Nosepieces are stored 
in handle.

One hand operation with  
normal squeezing action  
provides enough pulling power 
to set all popular size rivets

2IN1

2-in-1 Hand Riveter

Four rivet nosepieces: 3/32”, 1/8”, 5/32”, 
3/16” store in handle. Ideally suited for 
blind riveting applications in aluminum 
windows, gutter and downspout. Not for 
use with 5/32” or 3/16” steel rivets (steel 
rivets larger than 3.2 mm). Spring return 
handles and comfortable contour grip make 
operation fast and easy. Just open handles 
and insert rivet into tool until flange touches  
nosepiece. Squeeze handles slightly to 
allow jaws to grip rivet mandrel. Insert 
rivet into pre-drilled work to be fastened 
and squeeze handles until mandrel snaps. 
Release grip on handles and mandrel will 
drop out front end of tool when tilted.

CR18

Economy Hand Riveter
Lightweight, compact size and 
slim nose projection allows this 
riveter to go wherever the work is.


